Helped a Government Agency in Hawaii to take its first step
towards Cloud Adoption
A Government Agency in Hawaii
wanted to do a Proof of Concept (POC)
for evaluating Cloud Desktop
technology to meet its End User
Computing requirements. They
wanted to improve the session login
time and provide role-based access to
the different sets of users. They also
wanted the solution to be compatible
with the peripheral devices.

The Agency already had an onpremises virtual desktop environment
on VMware. Anunta provided POC
services to test use cases, application
compatibility etc. for Agency’s initial
50 users’ EUC requirements using
Horizon on Azure technology, ensuring
improved login speed and secure
access to work environment.

At-a-glance:
Customer: A Government Agency in Hawaii

Industry: Government Services

Customer Size: 10,001+ employees

Products and Services: Horizon on Azure

Country: United States

Anunta, Government Agency in Hawaii, &
Horizon on Azure POC
Customer Challenges

Partner Solution

The customer is a Government Agency in Hawaii,
who were already using VMware Horizon onpremise infrastructure. But due to limitations of the
OS and compute costs, the Agency wanted to move
away from on-prem VDI to Cloud Desktop
environment for initial 50 users.

Anunta offered its Horizon on Azure POC services
that covered the following:

The started evaluating partners to perform a POC
on Cloud Desktop technology with the objective to
improve the session login time and enforce rolebased access to the two sets of users - General
users and Privileged Access Workstation (PAWS)
users. They also wanted the solution to be
compatible with the peripheral devices, such as
printers, scanners.

• Discussed and finalized design needs as per
customer’s use case requirement.
• Completed the Horizon on Azure tenant
Onboarding.
• Configured all the technical specifications from
the customer’s end.
• Created a Horizon on Azure based Cloud
Desktop infrastructure and prepared Golden
images.
• Integrated applications and peripherals.
• Enabled secure access and performed end to
end testing.

Customer Benefits
The customer was highly satisfied with Anunta’s services and appreciated the way Horizon on Azure
infrastructure was designed conforming to their EUC requirements.

Seamless Integration
Tested the compatibility with
applications and peripheral
devices, such as printers and
scanners.

Improved Login Time
The session login time was
improved to 15 seconds for
subsequent logins.
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Secure Access
Desktops and access were
provided to the respective users
as per their profiles. Security
protocols such as LAPS client and
restricted internet access were
enabled.

